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We quantitatively analyze and evaluate the controller’s power in N-qubit controlled teleportation
schemes. We calculate the minimum control power required to ensure the controller’s authority
such that the teleportation fidelity without the controller’s permission is no more than the classical
bound. We revisit several typical controlled teleportation schemes from the controller’s point of
view and evaluate the control power in these schemes. We find that for teleporting arbitrary N-
qubit states, each controller should control at least N bits of useful information to ensure his/her
authority over the protocol. We also discuss the general rules that must be satisfied by controlled
teleportation schemes to ensure both teleportation fidelity and control power.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is a significant resource in many quan-
tum information processing protocols including quan-
tum dense coding [1, 2], quantum key distribution [3–
5], quantum secret sharing [6–8], quantum secure direct
communication [9, 10] and quantum computation[11, 12].
An important application of entanglement that has been
widely studied is quantum teleportation [13]. An un-
known quantum state can be teleported from one site to
another via previously shared entanglement assisted by
classical communications and local operations. The first
quantum teleportation scheme proposed in 1993 showed
how a two-qubit maximally entangled Bell state can be
employed as the quantum channel to transfer an arbi-
trary single-qubit state [13]. Since then, quantum tele-
portation has attracted much attention. Teleportation of
multi-qubit states or d-dimension states were proposed
and teleportation experiments were demonstrated in the
lab [14–20].
In this paper, we focus on a variation of quantum tele-
portation, called controlled teleportation (CT) [21]. In
CT schemes, the teleportation procedure between Alice
and Bob is controlled by a third party, Charlie. Con-
trolled teleportation has interesting applications in the
context of networked quantum information processing
and cryptographic conferencing [22–25]. Compared with
the standard teleportation procedure, CT schemes should
consider the controller’s role in addition to the telepor-
tation itself. In other words, the controller’s authority
should be ensured as well as the fidelity of teleportation
of the final state. However, existing CT schemes have
not analysed the controller’s authority in a quantitative
way. Here, we present a quantifiable measure of the con-
troller’s power in N -qubit teleportation. We identify a
lower bound on the control power that CT schemes must
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meet in order to ensure the controller’s authority by re-
quiring that the teleportation fidelity without the per-
mission of the controller should be minimized in order
to maximize the controller’s power. We apply our mea-
sure to evaluate the performance of several existing CT
protocols.
The first CT scheme utilized the three-qubit
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state as a quantum
channel to teleport a single-qubit state under the control
of one agent. We henceforth call this the GHZ scheme
for simplicity. Later, Deng et al. presented a method
for symmetric multiparty-controlled teleportation of an
arbitrary two-particle entangled state by using two GHZ
states (2-GHZ scheme) [26]. In 2006, Li et al. proposed
an efficient symmetric multiparty quantum state sharing
scheme, which can also be used for controlled telepor-
tation of an arbitrary N -qubit state via N GHZ states
(N -GHZ scheme) [27]. However, this scheme requires
considerable auxiliary qubit resources when N is signif-
icantly large. In 2004, Yang et al. proposed efficient
many-party CT protocols to teleport N -qubit product
states [28, 29]. In 2007, Man et al. constructed a genuine
(2N + 1)-qubit entangled channel to perform controlled
teleportation of an arbitrary N -qubit state controlled by
one agent [30] and then generalized it to M controllers
viaM GHZ states and (N−M) Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
(EPR) pairs [31]. Several other CT schemes have been
proposed, which differ in the quantum channel or the
states be teleported [32–35]. In particular, Gao et al.
pointed out that there exist partially entangled three-
qubit states which can be used for perfect controlled tele-
portation (PCT) of a single qubit - i.e. - with unit success
probability and fidelity [32] . Since it not easy to prepare
and maintain maximal entanglement in practice, their
scheme has both theoretical and practical significance.
Recently, we presented a quantity for measuring the
controller’s power in single-qubit controlled teleporta-
tion and identified a reasonable criterion for evaluating
whether a particular quantum channel is suitable for con-
trolled teleportation of a single-qubit state [36]. We an-
alyzed the controller’s power in CT via three-qubit en-
2tangled channels and showed that three-qubit partially
entangled channels are unsuitable for perfect controlled
teleportation of arbitrary single-qubit quantum states be-
cause they do not ensure the controller’s power. In this
paper, we generalize the case to discuss the controller’s
power in the controlled teleportation of N -qubit states.
We establish a lower bound on the controller’s power
that will ensure the controller’s authority in a perfect
controlled teleportation scheme. Then we revisit several
typical CT schemes with our criterion. We compare the
control power in two classes of CT schemes for teleport-
ing N -qubit states. In one class, each controller is as-
signed one qubit and only single-qubit measurements are
required, while in the other class each controller owns
N qubits. We find that there is a trade-off between the
controller’s power and the quantum resources consumed.
Based on our criterion, each controller should control
at least N bits of useful information to ensure his/her
power. Finally, we give a summary of the general rules
that a controlled teleportation scheme must satisfy in or-
der to ensure both perfect teleportation as well as the
controller’s authority.
II. CONTROLLER’S POWER IN CONTROLLED
TELEPORTATION SCHEMES
We first review our definition of controller’s power in
controlled teleportation [36]. Suppose in a controlled
teleportation protocol, the sender, receiver and the con-
troller are Alice, Bob and Charlie, respectively. The state
to be teleported from Alice and Bob is unknown to all of
them, denoted by |ϕ〉X . To teleport this state under the
control of Charlie, the three parties share an entangled
channel in advance. First, the sender performs a joint
measurement on her entangled particle and the unknown
state and sends Bob the measurement outcome via a clas-
sical channel. Then, if the controller Charlie, wishes the
teleportation to be executed, he measures his own par-
ticle and sends the result to Bob. With these measure-
ment results, Bob can rotate his state back to the input
state to be teleported via appropriate unitary operations.
The controller’s power is determined by how much infor-
mation Bob can obtain without the controller’s help. If
Charlie does not disclose his measurement results, Bob’s
state is a mixed state ρB even with Alice’s results. The
density matrix can be computed by ρB = trC(|ψ〉BC〈ψ|),
where |ψ〉BC is the state of Charlie and Bob’s qubits
after Alice’s measurement. Then we can calculate the
non-conditioned fidelity (NCF) of Bob’s state, the fidelity
without Charlie’s help as [21]
f = 〈ϕ|ρB |ϕ〉. (1)
Usually, the fidelity depends on the target state and the
average fidelity f¯ can be obtained by averaging over all
input states. If the controller cooperates, the condi-
tioned fidelity (CF) of Bob’s state is unity since we focus
on perfect controlled teleportation, i.e., Bob can recover
the original state deterministically with Charlie’s help.
Therefore, the controller’s power CP can be defined as
the difference between the CF and the NCF, the more
the better.
CP = 1− f¯ . (2)
In above description, the state to be teleported can
be either a single qubit or an N -qubit state. To en-
sure the controller’s authority, Bob’s NCF should be as
small as possible - i.e, the teleportation fidelity without
the permission and participation of the controller should
be minimized. For teleporting a single-qubit state, the
minimum fidelity is 1/2, which corresponds to a random
guess. Therefore, the maximal control power for single-
qubit CT is CP
(1)
max = 1/2. The classical limit of fidelity
for a single-qubit state is 2/3, which is the best fidelity
via classical teleportation [37, 38]. Then the NCF should
be no more than the classical limit 2/3, and hence the
lower bound on the control power is CP (1) ≥ 1/3.
Now we look at CT schemes for teleporting an N -qubit
state with M controllers. The N -qubit arbitrary state
can be written as
|ϕ〉X =
1∑
in=0
αi1,i2,...iN |i1〉X1 |i2〉X2 ...|iN 〉XN (3)
Here
∑1
in=0
|αi1,i2,...iN |
2 = 1 and X denotes the N
qubits. We can generalize the method to calculate the
NCF of arbitraryN -qubit states in different CT schemes.
In order to compute the mth controller’s control power,
we let Alice and the other controllers perform their mea-
surements and obtain the collapsed state |ψ〉CmB. Here
B denotes the N qubits with Bob and Cm denotes the
particles (can also be one particle) held by the mth con-
troller who is not participating. Then, tracing over the
Cm we get the density matrix ρB and the NCF without
the permission of the mth controller, f = 〈ϕ|ρB |ϕ〉.
For an N -qubit input state, the minimal fidelity by
guessing is 1/2N , and the classical limit is [39–41]
Fcl =
2
1 + 2N
. (4)
This means that for perfect controlled teleportation of an
N -qubit state, the controller’s power should be CP (N) ≥
2N−1
2N+1 .
III. REVISITING CONTROLLED
TELEPORTATION SCHEMES FROM THE
CONTROLLER’S VIEW POINT
We now analyze existing CT schemes to test if the con-
trol power in these schemes meets our lower bound. Let’s
test the 2-GHZ scheme first[26]. In this scheme for tele-
porting two-qubit states, two GHZ states are employed
as the quantum channel. The sender Alice performs two
Bell state measurements and the controller Charlie makes
3one Bell state measurement. Without Charlie’s measure-
ment results, Bob’s qubits are in a mixed state of four
possible pure states that can be rotated to
ρB =
1
4
|ϕ〉〈ϕ|+
1
4
3∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|, (5)
where |ϕ〉 is the desired state and |φi〉 denotes other pos-
sible states. It is not difficult to calculate the control
power by averaging over all input states.
CP
(2)
2−GHZ = 1− f¯2−GHZ = 3/5, (6)
This is equal to the lower limit of control power for two-
qubit states, CP (2) = 3/5. This means that Deng’s pro-
tocol is an acceptable CT protocol from the controller’s
point of view, since the control power is not less than our
lower bound.
Although the 2-GHZ scheme can realize perfect CT
while ensuring the controller’s power, it requires the con-
troller to perform Bell-state measurements. In the N -
GHZ scheme [27], the controller only needs to make
single-qubit product measurements. Each controller
owns N qubits in the N -GHZ scheme, and the corre-
sponding measurement results have N bits of informa-
tion. Therefore, without one controller’s information,
Bob’s state is a mixed state of N possible pure states,
which can be rotated to the following one with the other
agents’ information:
ρB =
1
2N
|ϕ〉〈ϕ| +
1
2N
2N−1∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|. (7)
It is not difficult to verify that each controller has the
same control power CP
(N)
N−GHZ =
2N−1
2N+1 which confirms
the suitability of this for scheme a CT task. However, this
scheme requires a large number of auxiliary qubits and
measurements, which increases the cost of the protocol.
Therefore, CT schemes in which each controller possesses
only one qubit were proposed [28–31]. We now analyze
these proposals from the controller’s point of view.
We can discuss Ref.[28] and [29] together since they in-
volve the same basic principle. The state to be teleported
is the multiqubit product state
|ϕ′〉X =
N∏
n=1
(αn|0〉Xn + βn|1〉Xn). (8)
The quantum channel is
N∏
n=1
|EPR〉AnBn ⊗ |GHZ〉+ +
N∏
n=1
|E˜PR〉AnBn ⊗ |GHZ〉−
(9)
where |EPR〉AnBn =
1√
2
(|00〉 + |11〉)AnBn and
|E˜PR〉AnBn =
1√
2
(|00〉 − |11〉)AnBn in Ref.[28] and
|E˜PR〉AnBn =
1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉)AnBn in Ref.[29].
|GHZ〉± = 1√2 (|0〉
⊗M
C |0〉A ± |1〉
⊗M
C |1〉A) are (M + 1)-
qubit GHZ states. To calculate the mth controller’s con-
trol power, we let the other controllers and Alice perform
their measurements so that we are left with a state com-
posed of Cm and B. Then we trace over Cm to get the
density matrix of B to compute the NCF. It is not dif-
ficult to verify that the NCF is always larger then 1/2,
which is definitely larger then the classical limit for tele-
porting an N -qubit state. This implies inadequate con-
trol power. However, since the state to be teleported is an
N -qubit product state, we can compute the controller’s
control power for each qubit Bn by further tracing over
Bob’s other qubits. Then the average NCF is 2/3 which
does meet the lower bound for control power. If we use
the quantum channel to teleport arbitraryN -qubit states
instead of product states, the average NCF for Bob’s N -
qubit state without the mth controller’s permission is
f¯Y ang =
2N−1 + 1
2N + 1
, (10)
which is always larger than the classical limit 21+2N when
N > 2. This implies the quantum channels used in
Yang’s schemes are not suitable for teleporting arbitrary
N -qubit states from the controller’s point of view.
Another class of CT protocols in which each controller
has one qubit was proposed by Man et al.[30, 31]. The
quantum channel is composed of M GHZ states and
(N −M) EPR pairs (M ≥ 1). These schemes were de-
signed for teleporting arbitrary unknown N -qubit entan-
gled states. If a single controller does not participate in
the CT then Bob’s state is a mixture of two pure states
with equal probability. Therefore, it is similar to Yang’s
protocols that the average NCF is definitely larger than
1/2 which is larger than the classical limit when N > 2.
This means a lack of adequate control power. If we use
this quantum channel for teleporting arbitrary N -qubit
states, the average NCF is the same as Eq. (10), which
means these schemes are also unsuitable for CT from the
controller’s point of view. Moreover, Man’s schemes can
also not be used for N -qubit product states. In that
case, each controller can only control one qubit. And if
M < N , there are (N −M) particles uncontrolled.
To sum up, although the schemes in which each con-
troller only performs single-qubit operations are econom-
ical from the resource point of view, they cannot meet
the minimum requirement for the controller’s authority
for teleporting arbitrary N -qubit states. Compared with
the N -GHZ scheme [27], we find there is a trade off be-
tween the resources consumed and the control power. To
ensure the controller’s power, more quantum resources
are required.
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In conclusion, for a general CT protocol that teleports
arbitrary multiqubit states via many controlling agents,
4certain criteria need to be satisfied. Firstly, each qubit
should be controlled. In Ref.[30, 31], the controllers’
measurement results only has impact on M of Bob’s N
qubits. Therefore, Bob can get N − M qubits of in-
formation without the controller’s help. Secondly, each
controller should have the same power in the (m,m)-
threshold CT scheme. Thirdly, the controller’s power
should be restricted to some range in order to ensure
his/her authority. In this paper, we use the classical
limit to restrict the controller’s power, which we think
is a reasonable bound to prevent the receiver from ob-
taining any non-classical fidelity without the controller’s
permission.
Based on our criteria, we can easily estimate the num-
ber of qubits each controller should possess in order to
adequately control the teleportation of arbitraryN -qubit
states. Suppose the controller possesses W qubits. Then
he/she has 2W measurement results at most. For a max-
imally entangled quantum channel in which each result
has equal probability 1/2W , Bob can get the following
density matrix without Charlie’s measurement results,
ρB =
1
2W
|ϕ〉〈ϕ| +
1
2W
2W−1∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|. (11)
Therefore, the NCF is always larger than 12W . When
Charlie has N − 1 qubits, we have
f¯ >
1
2N−1
>
2
2N + 1
, (12)
which means Bob can achieve a better-than-classical fi-
delity if Charlie only hasN−1 qubits in hand. Therefore,
for teleporting N -qubit states, each controller should
have at least N qubits to ensure the minimum control
power. It should be emphasized that the N qubits is only
a necessary condition but not a sufficient one. The con-
trol power depends on the quantum channel and strategy.
If we do not limit to a two-level system, the controller can
use a qudit and each one could controlN bits information
for teleporting N -qubit states.
Although some quantum channels proposed in some
existing schemes are not suitable for CT of arbitrary N -
qubit states from the controller’s point of view, they can
be used for teleporting restricted sets of states [29, 36].
For example, although we showed that the 3-qubit par-
tially entangled MS state is ineligible for CT of arbitrary
single-qubit states, that does not mean all partially en-
tangled channels are unsuitable for CT. We can improve
the control power by increasing the number of qubits
Charlie has. For example, we can construct the follow-
ing partially entangled channel for teleporting arbitrary
single-qubit states:
a|Φ+〉AB |00〉C + b|Φ
−〉AB |01〉C
+c|Ψ+〉AB|10〉C + d|Ψ
−〉AB|11〉C (13)
where the four parameters are taken to be real and
a > b, c, d for simplicity. They satisfy the normalization
condition a2+b2+c2+d2 = 1. After Charlie measures his
two qubits in the product basis, Alice and Bob share one
of four Bell states and can thus perfectly teleport a single
qubit based on Charlie’s measurement results. If Charlie
does not want to allow the teleportation and does not
measure his qubits, then the average NCF for this chan-
nel is a2 + 1/3(b2 + c2 + d2), which can made less than
2/3 by choosing appropriate parameters for the quantum
channel. We thus find that for partially entangled chan-
nels, the control power can increase with the number of
qubits held by the controller. For teleporting N -qubit
states, the maximum number of qubits to be owned by
the controller is 2N , which is equal to the information
Alice has.
To summarize, we have quantitatively analyzed the
controller’s power in controlled teleportation schemes.
We use the classical limit as a lower bound for the control
power - a quantum channel is suitable for CT only if the
teleportation fidelity without the permission of the con-
troller does not exceed the classical limit. We analysed
several typical CT schemes and found for teleporting ar-
bitrary N -qubit states, the protocols in which each con-
troller only deals with one qubit cannot meet the required
minimum control power, while the schemes in which each
controller possesses N qubits can. We showed that for
teleporting arbitrary N -qubit states, there is a trade off
between the amount of quantum resources and the con-
trol power. Our criterion is simple, practical and ap-
plicable to evaluate all CT schemes for teleporting pure
states. In future work we plan to generalize our work to
the case of mixed states.
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